It has been a very very busy semester. There were so many fun activities going on. Hope all Lobos enjoyed the semester and wish all of you did great on your finals!

This semester, we started February with all of the activities associated with our Cultural Encounter/Exchange Program, hosting three students from Heze University and ended April finishing up the first half of our Cultural Exchange Program, hosting six students and one teacher from Talent International College Guangxi. Now we are preparing two SRSU students, Andylyn Heckart and Dakoata Tyson, art professor, Gregory Tegarden and our office assistant Ruoxi Wu to go to Talent International College Guangxi, China on May 15th.

Late February Cultural Encounter Program

Cultural Exchange with Talent International College

**First part: Talent visiting SRSU**

**Second part: SRSU visiting Talent**

On May 15th, our students and faculty are going to visit Talent International College Guangxi in Qinzhou China to finish up the second part of the exchange program.

While they are there, they will be visiting classes like Chinese Calligraphy, Kungfu, Chinese diet culture, Chinese painting, Nixing Pottery. The school will also take them to visit their Kindergarten, primary school, middle school and Talent High school. Tour of the area is also included. Visiting places like local place of historic interest, local businesses, Qinzhou Harbor, Bazhaigou Valley, Weizhou Island, Guilin, Yangshuo and Guangxi Museum of Nationalities in Nanning. More exciting, they may get a chance to be out on the boat to see white dolphins!